We study the Euler class of co-orientable taut foliations on rational homology spheres. Given a rational homology solid torus X, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the Euler class of taut foliations on Dehn fillings of X that are transverse to the core of the filling solid torus to vanish, from which restrictions on the range of the filling slopes are derived. Precise calculations are done for taut foliations that are carried by certain nice branched surfaces. Implications of our results regarding left-orderability of 3-manifold groups and the L-space conjecture are discussed. Our method also applies to non-integrable oriented plane fields over a rational homology sphere.
Introduction
A co-dimension one foliation F on a compact, connected, oriented 3-manifold M is a decomposition of M into a disjoint union of injectively immersed surfaces. These surfaces are called the leaves of the foliation. Throughout the article, we assume that foliations are C ∞,0 . So all leaves are smoothly immersed, while the transverse structure may only be C 0 . By [Cal01] , any topological co-dimension one foliation can be isotoped to be C ∞,0 . We also assume that foliations are co-orientable (or transversely orientable). Since M is orientable, this assumption is equivalent to requiring that the tangent plane field, denoted by T F, is orientable.
A closed transversal in a foliated 3-manifold is a smooth closed loop that is everywhere transverse to the leaves of the foliation. We call a co-dimension one foliation taut if every leaf of F intersects a closed transversal. This is rather weak notion of tautness for C ∞,0 foliations. We refer the reader to [CKR19] for the alternatives.
Given a co-oriented taut foliation F on an oriented 3-manifold M , we study the Euler class of the tangent plane field T F, denoted by e( F ). It is a cohomology class in H 2 (M, Z) and it determines the isomorphism class of the plane field T F (see §2). In particular, the tangent field is trivial if and only if e( F ) = 0. We will be focusing on whether e( F ) vanishes in H 2 (M ) when M is a rational homology sphere (i.e. H * (M, Q) ∼ = H * (S 3 , Q)).
Notation. Throughout the article, X will be an oriented rational homology solid torus. That is, X is a compact, connected, orientable 3-manifold with boundary a torus and first Betti number 1. We use F to denote an oriented connected incompressible, boundary incompressible surface properly embedded in X such that [F ] ∈ H 2 (X, ∂X) is a generator. We use x to denote the Thurston norm of the homology class [F ] ( §4.2). Let µ and λ be an oriented meridian-longitude pair on ∂X, with F ∩∂X = kλ and µ·F = k, where k ≥ 1 is the order of [λ] in H 1 (X) ( §3.1). Given a slope α = p/q ∈ Q ∪ { 1 0 } on ∂X, let X(p/q) = X ∪ f N where f : ∂N → ∂X maps ∂D to pµ + qλ and D is an meridian disk of the filling solid torus N , oriented so that p ≥ 0.
1.1. Main Results. We view a rational homology sphere M as obtained by Dehn filling a rational homology solid torus X along some slope α. We will restrict our attention to taut foliatons on X(α) that are transverse to the core of the filling solid torus.
Remark 1.1. The requirement that foliations on X(α) be transverse to the core of the filling solid torus is natural in the following sense. Since b 1 (X) > 0, essential surfaces contained in X often serve as a convenient starting point for sutured manifold decomposition [Gab83, Gab87] and for building branched surfaces. As a result, taut foliations on manifolds obtained by Dehn filling are usually constructed by first building one on X and then extending it to the entire closed manifold using either meridional disks or stacking chairs (see [Rob95, Rob01a, Rob01b, LR14, Kri18, DR19a, DR19b] for instance). These foliations are transverse to the core of N .
Our strategy for computing the Euler class of a foliation on the Dehn filled manifold X(α) in H 2 (X(α)) is to express it as a linear combination of relative Euler classes in H 2 (X, ∂X) and H 2 (N, ∂N ) respectively. In nice situations, both relative Euler classes are solely determined by their evaluations on the homology groups H 2 (X, ∂X) and H 2 (N, ∂N ) respectively, and the computation of each cohomology class reduces to a signed count of the index of the singularities of a singular foliation on a compact surface. The main computation is done in Lemma 3.1, which can be used to compute the Euler class of non-integrable oriented plane fields over X(α).
Theorem 3.3. Let F denote a co-oriented foliation on X(p/q), p > 0 such that its restriction to the filling solid torus N is the foliation by meridian disks, denoted by D = F| N . Let F = F | X and σ be a nowhere vanishing outward pointing section of T F along ∂X. The following two conditions are necessary for the Euler class e( F ) = 0 in H 2 (X(p/q)):
(1) The Euler class e(F) = 0 in H 2 (X);
(2) (aq)/k ≡ b (mod p), where k is the order of the rational longitude λ, a = e σ (F)([F ]) is an integer divisible by k and b = e σ (D)([D]) ∈ {±1}.
In addition, if k = 1, i.e. λ is null-homologous in H 1 (X), then these two conditions are sufficient to conclude that e( F ) = 0.
In the theorem above, e σ (F) ∈ H 2 (X, ∂X) and e σ (D) ∈ H 2 (N, ∂N ) are relative Euler classes associated to the section σ along ∂X. See §3.3.
Intuitively, Condition (1) in Theorem 3.3 says that the plane field T F is trivial over X, which is obviously necessary for the entire plane field T F to be trivial over X(α). Note that H 2 (N ) = 0, so T D is always trivial. Therefore, there exist nowhere vanishing sections for both T F and T D assuming Condition (1). Condition (2) spells out the numerical equation that must be satisfied so that there exist sections of T F and T D that match along ∂X and hence one can construct a global section of T F over X(α), which is equivalent to the statement e( F ) = 0. When k > 1, conditions (1) and (2) fail to be sufficient to deduce that e( F ) = 0 since choosing a different section of T F over X results in a change of the "winding number" of the section along µ by a multiple of k and hence one doesn't have as much control of the section of along ∂X as in the case when k = 1.
Given X a rational homology solid torus, we define the set of slopes S X as follows:
α : X(α) admits a co-orientable taut foliaton F that is transverse to the core of the filling solid torus and the Euler class e( F ) = 0. . Hence, given a slope α / ∈ S X , the Euler class of any taut foliation on X(α) that is transverse to the core of the filling solid torus cannot be zero. We apply Theorem 3.3 to study the set S X .
With a fixed meridian µ, we can identify the set of slopes S X with a subset of Q∪{ 1 0 }. We denote it by S X,µ ⊂ Q ∪ { 1 0 }. First of all, if the Thurston norm of a generator of H 2 (X, ∂X), denoted by x is zero, then S X = ∅ (Proposition 4.3). When x = 0, it turns out that, for any given µ, every nonzero slope p q in S X,µ must satisfy the following congruence equation
where a ′ is an integer between ± x k and b = ±1 (Theorem 3.3(2) and Theorem 4.1). From (1.1), we can show the following.
Theorem 4.4. Let X be a rational homology solid torus, k ≥ 1 the order of the longitude of X and x the Thurston norm of a generator of H 2 (X, ∂X). Assume that x = 0. Then given any meridian µ, we have (1) The set S X,µ only contains the meridian and integral slopes outside − x k − 1, x k + 1 . That is,
Theorem 4.4 says that for any non-meridional slope whose absolute value is is bigger than x k + 1, if it is not an integral slope, then it is not in S X . It is important to note that both conclusions (1) and (2) in Theorem 4.4 are valid regardless of the choice of meridian. By changing meridian, a p q slope becomes p q+np for some n ∈ Z and one obtains the following stronger version of Theorem 4.4(1).
Corollary 4.8. Let X be a rational homology solid torus, k ≥ 1 the order of the longitude of X and x > 0 the Thurston norm of a generator of H 2 (X, ∂X). Fix a meridian µ. Suppose that F is a co-oriented taut foliation on X(p/q) that is transverse to the core of the filling solid torus. If there exists n ∈ Z such that | p p+nq | > x k + 1 and p p+nq / ∈ Z ∪ { 1 0 }, then the Euler class e( F ) = 0. 1.2. Discussion: The L-space conjecture and slope detection. The question of whether the Euler class of a given taut foliation on a 3-manifold is zero is closely related to the study of left-orderability of 3-manifold groups and the L-space conjecture.
Conjecture 1.2 (Conjecture 1 in [BGW13] , Conjecture 5 in [Juh15] ). Let M be a closed, connected, irreducible, orientable 3-manifold. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) π 1 (M ) is left-orderable, (2) M admits a co-orientable taut foliation, (3) M is not an L-space.
An L-space is a rational homology sphere whose Heegaard Floer homology is of minimal complexity [OS04c, OS04b, OS05, Juh15] . A nontrivial group G is called leftorderable, if there exists a strict total order < on G such that given any elements a, b and c in G, we have a < b if and only if ca < cb. The conjecture is known for graph manifolds [BC17, HRRW15, Ras17] . It is also known that if M is an L-space then M doesn't admit a co-orientable taut foliation [OS04a, Bow16, KR17].
The following theorem allows one to deduce left-orderability of 3-manifold groups from certain taut foliations. It uses Thurston's universal circle action associated to taut foliations (see [CD03] ) and its proof can be found in [BH19, §7]. Theorem 1.3 (Thurston; Calegari-Dunfield, Boyer-Hu). Let M be a rational homology 3-sphere which admits a co-orientable taut foliation whose tangent plane field has zero Euler class. Then π 1 (M ) is left-orderable.
Let M = X(α), a rational homology sphere obtained by α-Dehn filling along a rational homology solid torus X whose boundary is a single torus. In [BC17] , Boyer and Clay introduced the notion of strong slope detection. To simplify the notation, we restrict our discussion to rational slopes and rephrase their original definitions below. Please see Definition 4.2, Lemma 4.4, Definition 6.5, Definition 7.12, Definition 7.16 in [BC17] .
Definition 1.4. Given a rational homology solid torus X and a slope α ∈ Q ∪ { 1 0 } on ∂X,
(1) α is called strongly detected by some left-order if π 1 (X(α)) is left-orderable.
(2) α is called strongly detected by some co-orientable taut foliation if there exists a co-orientable taut foliation on X(α) that is transverse to the core of the filling solid torus.
Boyer and Clay showed that the above three types of slope detection are equivalent when X is a Seifert fibered manifold and asked whether this is the case in general.
In fact, the set of strongly NLS-detected slopes is well understood. When X is the exterior of a nontrivial knot in S 3 , this set is either (−∞, ∞), (−∞, 2g−1) or (1−2g, ∞). For an arbitrary X it is generally an open interval in Q ∪ { 1 0 } [RR17, Theorem 1.6, §7] (also see [OS05] , [KMOS07] ). Using the techniques of sutured manifold decomposition and branched surfaces, examples of taut foliations on X that strongly detect an open interval of slopes on ∂X have also been constructed, especially when X is the exterior of a nontrivial knot in S 3 . See Examples in §5. On the other hand, achieving the matching results for the set of strongly order-detected slopes remains challenging.
A common approach of showing π 1 (X(α)) is left-orderable is through PSL(2, R) representations [CD18, Gao18] . Theorem 1.3 provides an alternative way of doing this through taut foliations. It allows one to confirm many new strongly order-detected slopes that cannot be obtained by looking at PSL(2, R) representations. However, according to Theorem 4.4, among all strongly foliation-detected slopes, the subset of these which one can use Theorem 1.3 to show are also strongly order-detected is always nonwhere dense. In particular, one cannot obtain an interval of strongly order-detected slopes directly from an interval of strongly foliation-detected slopes by applying Theorem 1.3.
We use the figure eight knot and a genus 2 hyperbolic fibered two-bridge knot to illustrate our discussion above (cf. Example 5.4).
1.2.1. The figure eight knot. The figure eight knot is the only hyperbolic genus one knot in S 3 . All finite rational slopes are strongly detected by taut foliations in its exterior [Rob01b, GK90] and hence strongly NLS detected [OS04a, Bow16, KR17] .
Using PSL(2, R) representations, one can show that slopes in (−4, 4) are strongly order-detected and this is the maximal interval of order-detected slopes one can obtain from PSL(2, R) representations [BGW13] . Slopes ±4 are also strongly order-detected by [CLW13, §5.3]. It has been known to the experts that the integral slopes are also strongly detected by left-orders. Two approaches to this fact are previously known.
However, neither is written down in the literature. One is due to the existence of an Anosov flow on X(n) for n ∈ Z (see the discussion after Proposition 2 in [BGW13] ; also see [Goo, Fri83] ). The other, told to us by Adam Levine, results from an examination of the spin c -structure that supports the contact invariant in the Heegaard Floer homology of a tight contact structure near the taut foliation. Both approaches are applicable to more general family of knots. It is a nowhere dense subset that contains S X . Among these slopes in M g , the green ones are slopes for which the taut foliations on the corresponding Dehn fillings given in [Rob01b] have zero Euler classes and hence these slopes are strongly detected by left-orders. One can see that green dots includes all integral slopes. Similar examples are discussed in §5.3.1 (see Lemma 5.6, Corollary 5.7 and Figure 8 ).
1.2.2. Knot 6 3 . Knot 6 3 in the knot table is a genus two hyperbolic fibered two-bridge knot. As above, all finite rational slopes are strongly detected by taut foliations [Rob01b, GK90] and hence strongly NLS detected [OS04a, Bow16, KR17] .
However, in this case, there are no strongly order-detected slopes which can be obtained through PSL(2, R)-representations [Gao] . In particular, one can check that the Alexander polynomial of 6 3 doesn't have any simple real root or any simple root on the unit circle. Its invariant trace field has no real embedding (c.f. [CD18, Theorem 1.2, Theorem 1.4] [Gao18, Theorem 5.1]).
Figure 2. 6 3 and the strongly order-detected slopes Using Corollary 5.2, we compute the Euler class of the taut foliations that strongly detect the rational slopes. In Figure 2 , we plotted slopes in M g , among which the green ones are slopes for which the taut foliations on the corresponding Dehn fillings given in [Rob01b] have zero Euler classes and hence these slopes are strongly detected by left-orders. One can see that the set of green dots are bounded between ±3 and the largest integral slopes contained in it are ±2. Details are given in §5.3.2 (see Lemma 5.8, Corollary 5.9 and Figure 9 ).
Plan of the paper. In §2, we review the definition of (relative) Euler class and some general properties of the Euler class of an oriented tangent plane field over a 3-manifold. Section 3 contains the core of our computations (Lemma 3.1). A necessary and sufficient condition of the Euler class of a foliation on a Dehn filling to vanish (Theorem 3.3) is also proven in §3. In §4, we apply the results in §3 to derive a restriction on the range of the Dehn filling imposed by the assumptions of Euler class being zero and the tautness. Theorem 4.4 is shown in this section. Finally, in §5, we calculate the Euler classes of some well-known taut foliations on manifolds obtained by Dehn surgery along a knot.
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2. Euler class of plane fields over 3-manifolds 2.1. (Relative) Euler class. Let ξ : E → B be an oriented 2-plane vector bundle over an oriented CW complex B. A 2-plane bundle is called trivial if it is isomorphic to the product bundle B × R 2 → B. It is easy to see that an oriented 2-plane bundle ξ is trivial if and only if there exists a nowhere vanishing section σ : B → E. In fact, given such a section σ, it determines an orientable line bundle γ. Then ξ ∼ = γ ⊕ ξ/γ is isomorphic to the sum of two orientable line bundles and hence it is trivial.
We denote the Euler class of an oriented 2-plane bundle ξ : E → B by e(ξ). It is the only obstruction to the existence of a nowhere vanishing section σ : B → E. A representative cocycle of the cohomology class e(ξ) can be constructed as follows.
First note that since R 2 \{0} is a K(Z, 1) space, the only obstruction to the existence of a nowhere vanishing section σ arises when one tries to extend a section over the 1skeleton B (1) of B to the 2-skeleton B (2) . Fixing a nowhere vanishing section σ :
We set the value of the 2-cochain c σ on the 2-cell e α be the degree of the above composite map. See the diagram below.
The 2-cochain c σ is a cocycle and the Euler class e(ξ) is defined to be the cohomology We have an immediate corollary regarding left-orderability of 3-manifold groups. It follows from Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 1.3.
Corollary 2.2. Let M be an oriented 3-manifold satisfying that H 2 (M ) is isomorphic to a direct sum (possibly trivial) of Z 2 . If there exists a co-orientable taut foliation on M , then π 1 (M ) is left-orderable.
Before we prove the proposition, we briefly review several properties of the Stiefel-Whitney classes. We refer the reader to [MS74, §4] for the details.
Let ξ :
If ξ is a trivial bundle, then all w i vanish. The first Stiefel-Whitney class detects the orientability of ξ. That is, w 1 (ξ) = 0 if and only if ξ is orientable. Assuming that ξ is an orientable vector bundle of dimension n, then the n th Stiefel-Whitney class w n ∈ H n (B, Z 2 ) is the mod 2 reduction of the Euler class e(ξ) in H n (B, Z). When n = 2, if we use the notation introduced in §2.1, this means that w 2 (ξ) = [c σ ] withc σ (e α ) = c σ (e α ) mod 2 for each 2-cell e α of B. Lastly, if ξ ∼ = ξ 1 ⊕ ξ 2 is the Whitney sum of ξ 1 : E 1 → B and ξ 2 : E 2 → B, then we have
It is a well-known fact that the tangent bundle T M of an orientable 3-manifold is trivial. Here we will only need w 2 (T M ) = 0. This can be easily verified using Wu's formula [MS74, §11] . Also see [Gei08, Theorem 4.2.1].
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Since both ξ and T M are orientable, the normal line bundle η = T M/ξ is orientable and hence trivial. Hence, from the decomposition
As we pointed out that w 2 (T M ) = 0, so w 2 (ξ) = 0. From the short exact sequence 0 → Z ·2 − → Z → Z 2 → 0, we have the Bockstein sequence
Since the Euler class e(ξ) is sent to
Euler class and Dehn filling
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 3.3, which gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the Euler class of a foliation on a Dehn filling of X that is transverse to the core of the filling solid torus to vanish.
3.1. Notation and conventions. Let X be a rational homology solid torus. That is, X is a compact, connected, orientable 3-manifold with boundary a torus and H * (X; Q) ∼ = H * (D 2 ×S 1 ; Q). Let F be an oriented connected incompressible, boundary incompressible surface properly embedded in a rational homology solid torus X such that [F ] ∈ H 2 (X, ∂X) ∼ = Z is a generator. This Seifert surface F necessarily intersects ∂X nontrivally in parallel essential simple closed curves. We may assume that there are k ≥ 1 connected components of ∂F on ∂X oriented coherently by the induced orientation from F . The rational longitude of X, or longitude for short, is a connected component of ∂F with the induced orientation on ∂X.
A meridian µ on ∂X is an essential simple closed curve which with λ forms a basis of H 1 (∂X) and it is not unique. We orient µ so that the algebraic intersection number of F and µ equals to k. In particular, they intersect positively.
In Figure 3 , we use the exterior of the unknot U in S 3 with the standard orientation (the right hand rule) as an example to illustrate our choice of the orientations on λ, µ and F . A slope on ∂X is an isotopy class of essential simple closed curves on ∂X.
3.2. Cohomology class in H 2 (X(α)). We identify ∂N with ∂X in X(α) through the map f and consider the following diagram
The vertical isomorphism is from the decomposition (X(α), ∂X) = (X, ∂X) ∪ (N, ∂N = f −1 (∂X)).
We describe isomorphism H 2 (X, ∂X) ⊕ H 2 (N, ∂N ) ∼ = H 2 (X(α), ∂X) as follows. Given a cohomology class c ∈ H 2 (X(α), ∂X), the corresponding class in H 2 (X, ∂X)⊕H 2 (N, ∂N ) is given by (c| X , c| N ), where c| X and c| N are restrictions of c to the subcomplexes X and N respectively. On the other hand, given relative classes c X and c N in H 2 (X, ∂X) and H 2 (N, ∂N ), since both of them vanish on the boundary, we may extend them to the closed manifold X(α) by the zero map and we again use c X and c N to denote the resulting classes in H 2 (X(α), ∂X). Then the corresponding class of (c X , c N ) in H 2 (X(α), ∂X) is represented by the sum c X + c N .
By identifying H 2 (X(α), ∂X) and H 2 (X, ∂X) ⊕ H 2 (N, ∂N ) as above, we obtain the short exact sequence
is the induced map from f and δ is the co-boundary map from H 1 (∂X) to H 2 (X, ∂X) in the first component and from H 1 (∂N ) to H 2 (N, ∂N ) in the second component. The next lemma contains the core of the computation in this paper. Later in §3.3, the cohomology class c will be the Euler class e( F ), and c ′ | X and c ′ | N will be two relative Euler classes of F = F| X and D = F| N respectively (see Theorem 3.3). N, ∂N ) respectively. Then the following two conditions are necessary for c = 0 in H 2 (X(α)):
(1) The restriction c| X = 0 in H 2 (X);
(
In addition, if k = 1, i.e. λ is null-homologous in H 1 (X), then these two conditions are sufficient to conclude c = 0.
Remark 3.2. It is easy to see that the statement of Lemma 3.1 doesn't depend on the choice of meridian µ. However, it does depend on the choice of orientations. A different orientation convention than the one we described in §3.1 may result in (aq)/k ≡ −b (mod p) in condition (2).
Proof. The necessity of condition (1) is obvious. The restriction c| X is the image of c under the inclusion induced map H 2 (X(α)) → H 2 (X) and hence it's zero if c is. Next we prove condition (2) assuming c = 0. By assumption we have c = i * (c ′ ) = i * (c ′ | X , c ′ | N ) = 0, it follows that there exists β ∈ H 1 (∂X) such that (c ′ | X , c ′ | N ) = (δβ, δ • f * β), which is equivalent to
where in the first term
Now assuming conditions (1), (2) and k = 1, we show that c = 0 in H 2 (X(α)). Applying H 2 to the following commutative diagram:
res.
we have i * (c ′ | X ) = c| X in H 2 (X). By condition (1), c| X = 0 so does i * (c ′ | X ). Hence, by the sequence
We fix β 0 . If β ′ ∈ H 1 (∂X) satisfies the same property, then β 0 − β ′ is in the image of ι * , which is generated by kµ * with k = 1 by assumption. Here µ * in H 1 (∂X) is the dual of µ. Let β = β 0 + nµ * for some n ∈ Z and we have δβ = δβ 0 + nδµ * = c ′ | X .
To show that c = 0, it remains to show that there exists a value of n such that δ
Hence in the sequence (3.1) below
3.3. Euler class of foliations on Dehn filled manifolds. In this section, we apply Lemma 3.1 to compute the Euler class of foliations on X(α). Let F denote a taut foliation on X(α) such that D = F | N is the foliation by meridional disks of N and F = F| X intersects the boundary torus ∂X transversely in parallel simple closed curves of slope α. Let T F, T F and T D denote the oriented tangent plane fields of F, F and D respectively. We use e( F ) to denote the Euler class of T F in H 2 (X(p/q)). Let σ be a nowhere vanishing section of T F| ∂X = T F| ∂X that is transverse to ∂X pointing outwards. Hence, σ is also a nowhere vanishing section of T D along ∂N pointing into N . Following §2.1, we obtain three relative Euler classes. They are e σ ( F ) in H 2 (X(α), ∂X), e σ (F) in H 2 (X, ∂X) and e σ (D) in H 2 (N, ∂N ). By definition, e σ ( F )| X = e σ (F) in H 2 (X, ∂X) and e σ ( F )| N = e σ (D) in H 2 (N, ∂N ) , where e σ ( F )| X and e σ ( F )| N are restrictions of e σ ( F ) to X and N respectively. Moreover, i * (e σ ( F)) = e( F ) and i * (e σ (F)) = e(F), where both i * are induced by inclusions indicated in the commutative diagram contained in the proof of Lemma 3.1.
The theorem below follows immediately from Lemma 3.1. Euler classes e( F ), e(F), e σ ( F ), e σ (F) and e σ (D) correspond to cohomology classes c, c| X , c ′ , c ′ | X and c ′ | N in the lemma.
( In addition, if k = 1, i.e. λ is null-homologous in H 1 (X), then these two conditions are sufficient to conclude that e( F ) = 0. Condition (1) in Theorem 3.3 is often difficult to verify. We state the following corollary of the theorem which deals with the case when X is an integer homology solid torus.
Corollary 3.5. Assume that X is the exterior of a knot in an integer homology sphere. Let F denote a co-oriented foliation on X(p/q), p > 0 such that its restriction to the filling solid torus N is the foliation by meridional disks, denoted by D = F | N . Let Proof. By assumption, the exterior X is an integer homology solid torus. Hence H 2 (X) = 0 and k = 1. The corollary follows from Theorem 3.3.
Euler class of taut foliations and slopes
In this section, we study the set of slopes on ∂X for which there exist co-orientable taut foliations on the corresponding Dehn fillings of X that are transverse to the core of the filling solid torus and whose Euler classes are zero. 4.1. Relative Euler class of taut foliation. Let F be a taut foliation on X(α). Then F = F| X is also a taut. It is a well-known result that the Thurston dual norm of the relative class e σ (F) ∈ H 2 (X, ∂X) is at most 1 [Thu86, §3, Corollary 1]. This follows from the fact that any properly embedded connected incompressible and boundary incompressible surface in a tautly foliated 3-manifold can be isotoped to be either a leaf of the foliation or transverse to the foliation everywhere except for at a finite number of saddle points [Thu86, §3, Theorem 4] (also see [Gab00, Theorem 3.7]). We state Thurston's result in the form that is the most convenient for us in Theorem 4.1 below.
Theorem 4.1 (Thurston) . Let X be an oriented rational homology solid torus and F be a co-oriented taut foliation on X that is transverse to ∂X. Let F be an oriented connected incompressible surface properly embedded in X such that [F ] represents a generator of H 2 (X, ∂X). Assume that each boundary component of F is either tangent or transverse to F| ∂X . Then the relative Euler class e σ (F) ∈ H 2 (X, ∂X), associated to a nowhere vanishing outward-pointing (or inward-pointing) section σ : ∂X → T F| ∂X satisfies:
Proof. To simplify the notation, we use e σ to denote the relative class e σ (F) in H 2 (X, ∂X). Let T F| F denote the restriction of T F to F and e σ | F in H 2 (F, ∂F ) be the relative Euler class of T F| F over F associated to the section σ| ∂F . Hence e σ | F ([F ]) = e σ ([F ]) and we will show the desired properties hold for e σ | F .
We may assume that σ| ∂F is tangent to F along ∂F . If F is isotopic to a leaf of the foliation F, then T F| F is isomorphic to ±T F . By the Poincare-Hopf Theorem, we have e σ | F ([F ]) = ±χ(F ), where the sign is + if the orientations on F and F are the same and − otherwise. Now suppose that F cannot be isotoped to a leaf. By assumption, F is taut and F is incompressible (hence also boundary incompressible [Hat, Lemma 1.10]), F can be isotoped to be transverse to F except at a finite number of saddle (index −1) tangential points in the interior of F [Thu86, Gab00]. Let L = F ∩ F be the induced singular foliation on F . At each singular point p of L, we have T p F = ±T p F . Let e + (resp. e − ) be the total number of singular points on L, where the orientation of T F is the same with (resp. opposite to) the orientation on T F. Hence χ(F ) = −e + − e − and e σ | F ([F ]) = −e + + e − by the Poincaré-Hopf Thoerem and the definition of Euler class. It follows that |e σ | F ([F ])| ≤ |χ(F )| and that e σ | F ([F ]) has the same parity with χ(F ).
Remark 4.2. The above argument also shows that if F = D 2 , since χ(D 2 ) > 0 it must be a leaf of F.
4.2.
Euler class and Dehn filling slopes. Recall that given a rational homology solid torus X whose boundary is a single torus, we define S X = α : X(α) admits a co-orientable taut foliaton F , that is transverse to the core of the filling solid torus and the Euler class e( F ) = 0. .
With a fixed meridian µ, we identify the set S X with a subset of Q ∪ { 1 0 }, denoted by S X,µ . The goal of this section to study the distribution of S X,µ .
Let α denote a generator of H 2 (X, ∂X) ∼ = Z. The Thurston norm ([Thu86]) of α, denoted by x, is defined to be min {max{0, −χ(F )} | F is connected, oriented properly embedded in X and [F ] = α} .
It is obvious that x doesn't depend on the choice of α. Proof. By definition, if x = 0, then there exists a connected, oriented, properly embedded incompressible surface F in X such that [F ] is a generator of H 2 (X, ∂X) and χ(F ) ≥ 0.
Assume that χ(F ) = 0. Let F be a taut foliation on X(α) for some slope α that satisfies conditions in the definition of S X . By Theorem 4.1(i) the relative relative class a = e σ (F)([F ]) = 0, where F = F| X intersects ∂X transversely in simple closed curves of α. By Theorem 3.3(2), the Euler class of F is never zero. Hence α / ∈ S X . If χ(F ) = 1, then F = D 2 . Suppose that a taut foliation F on X(α) exists for some slope α. Then X must be D 2 × S 1 due to the irreducibility of X ([Nov65, Ros68]), which forces α = λ, X(α) = S 2 × S 1 as π 1 (X(α)) must be infinite ( [Nov65] ) and F is the product foliation on S 2 × S 1 by Reeb Stability (also see Remark 4.2). The product foliation on S 2 ×S 1 obviously has nontrivial Euler class due to the existence of spherical leaves.
Theorem 4.4. Let X be a rational homology solid torus, k ≥ 1 the order of the longitude of X and x the Thurston norm of a generator of H 2 (X, ∂X). Assume that x = 0. Then given any meridian µ, we have
(1) The set S X,µ only contains the meridian and integral slopes outside − x k − 1, x k + 1 . That is,
(2) The set S X,µ \ { 1 0 } is nowhere dense in R. Particularly, within − x k − 1, x k + 1 , we have S X,µ is nowhere dense.
Proof of Theorem 4.4(1). Given a meridian µ, suppose that α = pµ + qλ is contained in S X or equivalently p/q ∈ S X,µ . Assume that p ≥ 0. Since p/q ∈ S X,µ there exists a co-oriented taut foliation, denoted by F on X(p/q) = X ∪ f N that is transverse to the core of N and e( F ) = 0. Shrinking N if necessary, we may assume that F = F| X intersects ∂X transversely in simple closed curves of slope p/q and D = F| N is the foliation of N by meridional disks. We show that if p/q / ∈ Z ∪ { 1 0 }, then |p/q| ≤ x k + 1. This proves part (1) of the theorem.
Let F denote connected, oriented, properly embedded incompressible surface such that [F ] generates H 2 (X, ∂X) and χ(F ) = x > 0. By Theorem 3.3(2), e( F ) = 0 implies that (aq)/k ≡ b mod p, where a = e σ (F)([F ]) is an integer divisible by k and b = ±1. We denote a ′ = a/k and let N be the integer so that a ′ q = ±1 + N p. Since p/q / ∈ Z ∪ { 1 0 }, we have N = 0 and q = 0. And hence a ′ q = ±1 + N p is equivalent to
By Theorem 4.1, we have a ′ = a k is between ±χ(F )/k. Therefore,
The proof of Theorem 4.4(2) will take up the rest of this section. The set S X,µ is difficult to picture within [− x k − 1, x k + 1]. In order to prove the theorem and to obtain a better intuition of the set S X,µ , we construct a slightly larger set denoted by M g if k = 1, and M x in general, which is highly symmetric, easy to visual and is a nowhere dense set containing S X \ { 1 0 } (see Figure 4 ). We first consider the case when k = 1. This is equivalent to X being the exterior of a null-homologous knot K in a rational homology sphere. We assume that the genus of the knot g > 0 and hence the Thurston norm x = 2g − 1 by definition.
Proposition 4.5. Let X be the exterior of a null-homologous knot of genus g > 0 in an oriented rational homology sphere. Let M g be a subset of Q that is uniquely determined by the following properties:
, and m is an odd number between ±(2g − 1)}. (3) M g,n = 1 n M g,1 for n ≥ 1. Given any slope p/q and a co-oriented taut foliation on X(p/q) that is transverse to the core of the filling solid torus, if p/q / ∈ M g ∪ 1 0 , then the Euler class e( F ) in H 2 (X(p/q)) is not zero.
Proof. Let F denote a co-oriented taut foliation on X(p/q) = X ∪ f N that is transverse to the core of N . Shrinking N if necessary, we may assume that F = F | X intersects ∂X transversely in simple closed curves of slopes p/q, p ≥ 0 and D = F| N is the foliation of N by meridional disks. Assume that e( F ) = 0. We want to show that if p/q = 1 0 (so q = 0), then p/q is in M g .
If p/q = 0, then p/q ∈ M g . Suppose that p/q = 0. We choose F to be a Seifert surface of minimal genus. By Theorem 3.3, we have aq = b (mod p), where a = e σ (F)([F ]) and b ∈ {±1}. That is, there exist an integer N ∈ Z, such that aq = b+ N p. If N = 0, then aq = b = ±1, which implies that q = ±1. Hence p/q ∈ Z ⊂ M g . If N = 0, since q = 0 by assumption, we have aq = b + N p is equivalent to
By Theorem 4.1, a = e σ (F)([F ]) is an odd integer bounded between ±(2g − 1). Moreover, b ∈ {±1}. So the slope p q lies in 1 n M g,1 = M g,n ⊂ M g , where n = |N |. An example of M g when g = 2 is depicted in the Figure 4 below. We plotted values until points around limit points became indistinguishable. One can see that M g,1 is contained in the interval [−2g, 2g] = [−4, 4] and consists of 8 sequences: {m ± 1 k : m = ±1, ±3 and k ∈ N} as described in Proposition 4.5(2). By Proposition 4.5(3), each M g,n for n > 1 can be obtained by shrinking M g,1 proportionally. Though the set is seemingly dense around 0, by Proposition 4.7 the set M g is a nowhere dense.
Lemma 4.6. Let X be the exterior of a null-homologous knot of genus g > 0 in an oriented rational homology sphere. Given any meridian µ, we have
Proof. Let p/q ∈ S X,µ . By assumption, there exists a co-orientable taut foliation F on X(p/q) that is transverse to the core of the filling solid torus with e( F ) = 0. Suppose that p/q / ∈ M g ∪ { 1 0 }. Then by Proposition 4.5, the Euler class e( F ) cannot be zero, which contradicts the hypothesis that p/q ∈ S X,µ . Hence, p/q is in M g ∪ { 1 0 }.
Proposition 4.7. M g is nowhere dense in R. That is, its closure in R, denoted by M g has empty interior.
Proof . Let (a, b) be an open interval in R. We want to show that (a, b) M g (i.e. (a, b) ∩ M g = (a, b) ). By taking a sub-interval of (a, b) if necessary, we may assume that 0 / ∈ (a, b). We further assume that (a, b) ⊂ (−∞, 0). When (a, b) ⊂ (0, ∞), the argument is similar.
Note that M g,1 is bounded between ±2g. Hence the set M g,n is bounded between ± 2g n for n ≥ 1. Let N > 0 be an integer sufficiently large so that the closure of ∪ n≥N M g,n is disjoint from (a, b). Hence
It is easy to see that M g,1 is nowhere dense in R and hence each M g,n = 1 n M g,1 is nowhere dense. A finite union of nowhere dense sets is again nowhere dense, so we have ∪ N n=1 M g,n is nowhere dense. Therefore, (a, b) ∩ ∪ N n=1 M g,n = (a, b).
Now we are ready to finish the proof of Theorem 4.4.
Proof of Theorem 4.4(2). Let X be a rational homology solid torus, k ≥ 1 the order of the longitude of X. Given any meridian µ, we want to show that S X,µ \ { 1 0 } is nowhere dense in R.
If k = 1, then by Lemma 4.6. we have S X,µ \ { 1 0 } is a subset of M g . Since M g is nowhere dense by Proposition 4.7, we have S X,µ is nowhere dense.
In the case that k > 1. Let x denote the Thurston norm of the generator of H 2 (X, ∂X). We define a set M x , analogous to M g as follows:
(1) M x = Z ∪ (∪ n≥1 M x,n ).
(2) M x,1 = {m + 1 s | s ∈ Z \ {0}, and m is an integer between ± x k }.
(3) M x,n = 1 n M x,1 for n ≥ 1. Similar to Proposition 4.5, one can show that given any slope p/q and a co-oriented taut foliation F on X(p/q) that is transverse to the core of the filling solid torus, if p/q / ∈ M x ∪ { 1 0 }, then the Euler class e( F ) is not zero. To justify this claim, suppose that e( F ) = 0. By Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 4.1, we have a ′ q ≡ b (mod p), where b ∈ {±1} and a ′ = a k is an integer between ± x k . Then the rest of the argument goes the same as in the proof of Proposition 4.5. We have S X,µ \ { 1 0 } ⊂ M x for any given meridian µ. One can further show that M x is nowhere dense (c.f. Proposition 4.7). Hence the conclusion follows.
Corollary 4.8. Let X be a rational homology solid torus, k ≥ 1 the order of the longitude of X and x the Thurston norm of a generator of H 2 (X, ∂X). Fix a meridian µ. Suppose that F is a co-oriented taut foliation on X(p/q) that is transverse to the core of the filling solid torus. If there exists n ∈ Z such that | p p+nq | > x k + 1 and p p+nq / ∈ Z ∪ { 1 0 }, then the Euler class e( F ) = 0.
Proof. Given any n ∈ Z, let µ ′ = µ − nλ be another meridian. Then α = pµ + qλ = pµ ′ + (np + q)λ.
Hence α = p q+np with respect to µ ′ . By Theorem 4.4(1), since | p p+nq | > x k + 1 and p p+nq / ∈ Z ∪ { 1 0 } by assumption, we have p q+np / ∈ S X,µ ′ . Therefore, α / ∈ S X , which implies that e( F ) = 0 by the definition of S X .
It is not always easy to determine whether a given slope is in S X by checking if it
. To this end, Corollary 4.8 gives a simple criterion for a slope to be in S X . For instance, let X be the exterior of a genus one knot in an integer homology sphere. So we have k = 1 and x = 1. Consider slope 5 12 . Since 5 12 − 2 × 5 = 5 2 > |χ(F )| + 1 = 2, by Corollary 4.8 we can conclude that 5 12 is not in S X . That is, the Euler class of any taut foliation on X( 5 12 ) that is transverse to the core of the filling solid torus is nonzero.
Remark 4.9. By the definition of the Thurston norm, both Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 4.8 hold if we replace x by −χ(F ), where F is any connected, oriented, properly embedded incompressible surface in X that represents a generator of H 2 (X, ∂X).
Sufficient condition and integral fillings.
When proving the left-orderability of the fundamental group of a toroidal 3-manifold by certain gluing criteria (see [CLW13, Theorem 2.7] and [GL14, Lemma 2.9]), it is often useful to have an unbounded sequence of slopes {α k } on ∂X such that π 1 (X(α k )) is left-orderable, where X is a rational homology solid torus. One approach of obtaining such sequence of slopes is by constructing taut foliations on X(α k ) with zero Euler classes and then applying Theorem 1.3. If the taut foliations are transverse to the core of the filling solid torus, then Theorem 4.4 says that the slope α k must be an integer when k sufficiently large in order for the Euler class to vanish.
Here we give a sufficient condition for the Euler class to be zero when the slope α ∈ Z and X is an integer homology solid torus.
Proposition 4.10. Assume that X is the exterior of a knot of genus g > 0 in an oriented integer homology sphere. Let F denote a co-oriented foliation on X(m), m ∈ Z \ 0 such that its restriction to the filling solid torus is the foliation by meridional disks. Let F = F| X and σ be a nowhere vanishing outward pointing section of T F along ∂X. We orient F so that its orientation restricted to the meridian disk D agrees with the given orientation on D. Then e( F ) = 0 in H 2 (X(m)) if Here F is any oriented surface in X that represents an generator of H 2 (X, ∂X).
Proof. Let m = p/q with p > 0 and q = ±1. By assumption T F| D = T D, so b = e σ (D)([D]) = χ(D) = 1, where D = F| N is the foliation of the filling solid torus N by meridional disks. Since X is an integer homology solid torus, condition (1) in Theorem 3.3 trivially holds and k = 1. Hence the Euler class e( F ) = 0 if and only if aq ≡ 1 (mod p), where a = e σ (F)([F ]). We observe that when m > 0 (resp. m < 0), we have q = 1 (resp. q = −1). The proposition follows.
Examples: Taut foliations on Dehn fillings of knot complements
Let X be the exterior of a knot in an integer homology sphere. In this section, we examine taut foliations on Dehn fillings of X whose restriction to X is carried by a branched surface containing a Seifert surface F as a subsurface. The tangent plane fields of these foliations over F are homotopic to T F . Consequently, one can easily read off the exact value of the relative class e σ (F) and hence the value of e( F ) (Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.2). This allows us to identify infinitely many slopes in S X .
Roughly speaking, when a branched surface is built based on a sutured manifold decomposition, the condition that it contains F corresponds to the fact that F is the first surface used to cut open X. Well known taut foliations constructed in [Rob95, Rob01a, Rob01b, LR14] are carried by branched surfaces of this property. 5.1. Euler class and branched surfaces. We first review the notion of a branched surface. A branched surface B is a space locally modeled on one of the spaces in Figure  5 . The set of points at which B is not diffeomorphic to R 2 is called the branch locus. Note that at any point of B there is a well-defined tangent plane. Given a branched surface B properly embedded in a 3-manifold M , let N (B) denote an I-fibered normal neighborhood of B in M , whose local model is depicted in Figure 6 . Theorem 5.1. Let F denote a co-oriented foliation on X(p/q), p > 0 such that its restriction to the filling solid torus N is the foliation by meridional disks. Let F = F| X . Assume that F is carried by a branched surface B that contains F as a subsurface and χ(F ) < 0. Then e( F ) = 0 implies that:
(1) e(F) = 0 in H 2 (X);
(2) k divides χ(F ) and |χ(F )q|/k ≡ 1 (mod p), where k is the order of λ.
In the case that k = 1, i.e. λ is null-homologous in H 1 (X), these two conditions are also sufficient to conclude that e( F ) = 0.
Proof. We may assume that F is oriented so that the induced orientation on the meridian disk D agrees with the given orientation of D. Hence, T F| D = T D| D = T D and b = e σ (D)([D]) = 1, where D = F| N is the foliation of N by meridional disks. By Theorem 3.3, to complete the proof, it suffices to show that a = −χ(F ) when p/q > 0 (i.e. q > 0) and a = χ(F ) when p/q < 0 (i.e. q < 0).
Since we have assumed that F is carried by a branched surface B and F is a subsurface of B, up to isotopy we assume that F| N (B) is transverse to the I-fibers of the normal neighborhood N (B). Hence T F| F is homotopic to either T F or −T F through plane fields ξ t over F that are transverse to ∂X. To see this, we first fix a Riemannian metric g on X. Let v 0 and v 1 are normal vector fields of T F| F and T F over F respectively. We assume that v 1 is tangent to the I-fibers of N (F ) = F × I. Hence, v 1 is tangent to ∂X along F ∩∂X. Since F is transverse to the boundary ∂X by assumption, we may assume that v 0 is also tangent to ∂X. The condition that T F| N (B) is transverse to the I-fibers of N (B) is equivalent to that v 0 · v 1 = 0 over F . Say v 0 · v 1 > 0 over F . Otherwise, we replace v 0 by −v 0 . Let v t = tv 0 + (1 − t)v 1 for t ∈ [0, 1]. Note that v t is tangent to ∂X for all t. Moreover, v t · v 1 = tv 0 · v 1 + (1 − t) v 1 are positive and hence nonzero. So the desired homotopy ξ t is given by the plane fields that is normal to v t for t ∈ [0, 1].
Let σ be the outward pointing nowhere vanishing section that is tangent to ξ 0 = T F and ξ 1 = T F| F along ∂F . Hence, σ is tangent to all ξ t for t ∈ [0, 1] and e σ (ξ t ) is constant in H 2 (F, ∂F ). Therefore, a = e σ (T F| F ) = ±e σ (T F ) = ±χ(F ).
To determine the sign, we remind the reader of our orientation conventions as in §3.1. We fix an orientation on F . The longitude λ ⊂ ∂F is equipped with the induced orientation and µ is oriented so that it intersects F positively. If X(p/q) = X ∪ f N with f : ∂N → ∂X, then the meridian disk D is oriented so that f (∂D) represents the homology class p[µ] + q[λ] in H 1 (∂X) with p > 0. Also, by assumption, the foliation F is tangent to D with the same orientation.
As illustrated in Figure 7 , we have This completes the proof.
A special case of Theorem 5.1 when X is the exterior of a knot in an integer homology sphere is worth mentioning. We also add the assumption that the foliation is taut in the corollary below.
Corollary 5.2. Assume that X is the exterior of a knot of genus g > 0 in an integer homology sphere. Let F denote a co-oriented taut foliation on X(p/q), p > 0 such that its restriction to the filling solid torus N is the foliation by meridional disks. Let F = F| X . Assume that F is carried by a branched surface B that contains a Seifert surface of K. Then the Euler class e( F ) = 0 if and only if (5.1) (2g − 1)|q| ≡ 1 (mod p).
Proof. Let F denote the Seifert surface that is contained in B. Since F is taut, F must be of minimal genus. That is, χ(F ) = 2g − 1. This is because given any incompressible
where the first equality is shown in the proof of Theorem 5.1 and the last inequality is by Theorem 4.1. Moreover, by assumption we have X is an integer homology solid torus. So H 2 (X) = 0 and k = 1. The corollary follows from Theorem 5.1. Example 5.3 (Alternating knots). Let X be the exterior of a nontrivial alternating knot K in S 3 and µ be the meridian of the knot. By [Rob95, Theorem 0.1, Theorem 0.2], there exists a co-orientable taut foliation on X(p/q) for any slope p/q in (0, ∞), (−∞, 0) or (−∞, ∞) depending on whether K is a positive planar, a negative planar or a nonplanar alternating knot (see [Rob95, §1] ). By definition (see Figure 10 in [Rob95] ), a negative (resp. positive) planar alternating knot has an reduced alternating diagram with all crossings positive (resp. negative Example 5.4 (Hyperbolic fibered knots). Let X be the exterior of a fibered hyperbolic knot in S 3 (or an integer homology sphere). We first mention a special case in this set: if X is the exterior of a hyperbolic two-bridge knot in S 3 , then there exists a co-orientable taut foliation that satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary 5.2 on every finite Dehn filling of X with respect to the meridian of the knot by [Rob01b, GK90] .
Examples of taut foliations on
Assume that X = F × [0, 1]/(x, 1) ∼ (ϕ(x), 0), where ϕ : F → F is a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism ([FM12, Part 3]). Note that ϕ| ∂X is not the identify. The flow lines of the suspension flow of ϕ on ∂X are path connected components of the quotient ⊔ p∈∂F (p × [0, 1])/ ∼. Let γ be a closed orbit of the suspension flow of ϕ on ∂X (i.e. a closed flow line), the existence of which is guaranteed by the property of pseudo-Anosov map. Using the so-called canonical meridan denoted by µ in [Rob01b, §3], we have that there exists a co-orientable taut foliation on X(p/q) for any slope p/q in (−1, ∞), (−∞, 1) or (−∞, ∞) depending on whether γ has a negative slope, a positive slope or γ = 1/0 = µ by [Rob01b, Theorem 4.7]. Here the canonical meridian µ depends on the monodromy ϕ. When X is the exterior of a fibered knot in S 3 , µ is often the meridian of the knot [Rob01b, Proposition 7.4]. If X is the exterior of a hyperbolic two-bridge knot, we have µ is the meridian of the knot and γ = µ by [GK90, Theorem 8]. The degeneracy type mentioned in [GK90, Theorem 8], was first introduced in [GO89] and by definition consists of multiple copies of γ that we defined above. Lastly, we remark that the taut foliations constructed in [Rob01b] Example 5.5 (Arbitrary knots in S 3 ). Let X be the exterior of a nontrivial knot in S 3 and µ be the meridian of the knot. There is an open interval (a, b) around 0, such that given any slope p/q ∈ (a, b), there exists a co-orientable taut foliation on X(p/q) [LR14, Theorem 1.1]. The interval (a, b) depends on the knot K, though it is conjectured to always contain (−1, 1) [LR14, Conjecture 1.9]. These taut foliations satisfy the hypothesis of Corollary 5.2. See [LR14, §4].
5.3.
Computing the slopes. We apply Corollary 5.2 to taut foliations that satisfies its hypothesis and compute the set for slopes for which equation (5.1) holds. The results only depend on the genus of the knot. We subdivide them into two cases: genus one knots and knots of higher genus.
Recall that M g = Z ∪ (∪ n M g,n ), defined in Proposition 4.7 is a nowhere dense set that contains S X . 5.3.1. Genus one knots. When g = 1, equation (5.1) in Corollary 5.2 reduces to (5.2) |q| ≡ 1 (mod p),
which is equivalent to |q| = 1 + np for some n ≥ 0. Hence q = ±(1 + np) with n ≥ 0 and p ≥ 1.
Lemma 5.6. Let (5.3) L 1 = ± p 1 + np : p ≥ 1 and n ≥ 0 .
Then L 1 is the set of slopes for which equality (5.1) holds. It is contained in M 1 and satisfies the following properties:
(1) L 1 ∩ Z = Z. That is, Z ⊂ L 1 .
(2) L 1 ∩ M 1,n is contained in (− 1 n , 0) ∪ (0, 1 n ). In particular, when n = 1, we have
Proof. Note that L 1 = Z ∪ ± 1 n (1 − 1 1 + np ) : p ≥ 1 and n > 0 .
The lemma follows from the definitions of L 1 and M g . We leave it to the reader to verify the details. Both M 1 and L 1 are illustrated in Figure 8 . Figure 8 . Points indicate slopes in M 1 , within which the green points are slopes in L 1 . We plotted values until points became indistinguishable around limit points. As shown in Lemma 5.6, the intersection L 1 ∩ M 1,1 is equal to the portion of M 1,1 within (−1, 0) ∪ (0, 1) and for any n > 1, we have L 1 ∩ M 1,n is a strict subset of M 1,n ∩ (− 1 n , 1 n ).
We apply Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 5.2 to taut foliations in Example 5.3 and Example 5.4.
Corollary 5.7. Let X be the exterior of a knot K in S 3 . The fundamental group π 1 (X(p/q)) is left-orderable, provided that K and p/q satisfy one of the following conditions. Here we choose µ to be the meridian of the knot K.
(1) K is the figure eight knot and p/q is any slope in L 1 .
(2) K is a genus one alternating knot and p/q is any slope in L 1 ∩ (0, ∞), L 1 ∩ (−∞, 0) or L 1 depending on whether K is positive planar, negative planar or nonplanar.
5.3.2.
Higher genus knots. When g > 1, equality (5.1) in Corollary 5.2 is equivalent to (2g − 1)|q| = 1 + np for some n ≥ 1.
Unlike L 1 , which contains all integer slopes, the set L g when g > 1 is bounded between ±(2g − 1).
Lemma 5.8. Given g > 1, let (5.4) L g = p q ∈ Q : ∃ n ≥ 1 such that (2g − 1)|q| = 1 + np .
Then L g is the set of slopes for which equality (5.1) holds when g > 1. It is contained in M g and satisfies the following properties:
(1) L g is bounded between ±(2g − 1) and the largest integer slopes contained in L g are ±(2g − 2). (2) In general, L g ∩ M g,n ⊆ 1 − 2g n , 2 − 2g n ∪ 2g − 2 n , 2g − 1 n .
When n = 1, we have L g ∩ M g,1 = M g,1 ∩ ((1 − 2g, 2 − 2g] ∪ [2g − 2, 2g − 1)).
Proof. Note that the equation (2g − 1)|q| = 1 + np is equivalent to p |q| = 1 n (2g − 1) − 1 |q| .
Then the lemma follows immediate from the definitions of L g and M g . The results of the lemma when g = 2 are demonstrated in Figure 9 .
We apply Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 5.2 to taut foliations in Example 5.3 and Example 5.4. Figure 9 . Points indicate slopes in M g , within which the green points are slopes in L g when g = 2. We plotted values until points became indistinguishable around limit points. As shown in Lemma 5.8, the set L 2 is bounded between ±3 and the largest integral slopes contained in it are ±2. The intersection L 2 ∩ M 1,1 is equal to the portion of M 2,1 within (−3, 2] ∪ [2, 3) and for any n > 1, we have L 2 ∩ M 2,n is a strict subset of M 2,n ∩ 1 n ((−3, 2] ∪ [2, 3)).
Corollary 5.9. Let X be the exterior of a knot K of g > 1 in S 3 . The fundamental group π 1 (X(p/q)) is left-orderable, provided that K and p/q satisfy one of the following conditions. Here we choose µ to be the meridian of the knot K.
(1) X is the exterior of a hyperbolic two-bridge knot and p/q is any slope in L g .
(2) X is the exterior of an alternating knot and p/q is any slope in L g ∩ (0, ∞), L g ∩ (−∞, 0) or L g depending on whether K is positive planar, negative planar or nonplanar.
